No,' said Jackson with a shy little smile. `I'm sorry. I won't play hide and seek.'

It was Christmas Eve, and there were fourteen of us in the house. We had had a good dinner, and we were all in the mood for fun and games – all, that is, except Jackson. When somebody suggested hide and seek, there were loud shouts of agreement. Jackson's refusal was the only one.

It was not like Jackson to refuse to play a game. `Aren't you feeling well?' someone asked.

`I'm perfectly all right, thank you,' he said. `But,' he added with a smile that softened his refusal but did not change it, `I'm still not playing hide and seek.'

`Why not?' someone asked. He hesitated for a moment before replying. `I sometimes go and stay at a house where a girl was killed. She was playing hide and seek in the dark. She didn't know the house very well. There was a door that led to the servants' staircase. When she was chased, she thought the door led to a bedroom. She opened the door and jumped – and landed at the bottom of the stairs. She broke her neck, of course.'

We all looked serious. Mrs Fernley said, `How terrible! And were you there when it happened?'

Jackson shook his head sadly. `No,' he said, `but I was there when something else happened. Something worse.'

`What could be worse than that?'

`This was,' said Jackson. He hesitated for a moment, then he said, `I wonder if any of you have
ever played a game called "Smee". It's much better than hide and seek. The name comes from "It's me", of course. Perhaps you'd like to play it instead of hide and seek. Let me tell you the rules of the game.

Every player is given a sheet of paper. All the sheets except one are blank. On the last sheet of paper is written "Smee". Nobody knows who "Smee" is except "Smee" himself – or herself. You turn out the lights, and "Smee" goes quietly out of the room and hides. After a time the others go off to search for "Smee" – but of course they don't know who they are looking for. When one player meets another he challenges him by saying, "Smee". The other player answers "Smee", and they continue searching.

But the real "Smee" doesn't answer when someone challenges. The second player stays quietly beside him. Presently they will be discovered by a third player. He will challenge and receive no answer, and he will join the first two. This goes on until all the players are in the same place. The last one to find "Smee" has to pay a forfeit. It's a good, noisy, amusing game. In a big house it often takes a long time for everyone to find "Smee". Perhaps you'd like to try. I'll happily pay my forfeit and sit here by the fire while you play.'

'It sounds a good game,' I remarked. 'Have you played it too, Jackson?'

'Yes,' he answered. 'I played it in the house that I was telling you about.'

'And she was there? The girl who broke –.'

'No, no,' said someone else. 'He told us he wasn't there when she broke her neck.'

Jackson thought for a moment. 'I don't know if she was there or not. I'm afraid she was. I know that there were thirteen of us playing the game, and there were only twelve people in the house. And I didn't know the dead girl's name. When I heard that whispered name in the dark, it didn't worry me. But I tell you, I'm never going to play that kind of game again. It made me quite nervous for a long time. I prefer to pay my forfeit at once!'

We all stared at him. His words did not make sense at all.

Tim Vouce was the kindest man in the world. He smiled at us all.

'This sounds like an interesting story,' he said. 'Come on, Jackson, you can tell it to us instead of paying a forfeit.'

'Very well,' said Jackson. And here is his story.

2

Have you met the Sangstons? They are cousins of mine, and they live in Surrey. Five years ago they invited me to go and spend Christmas with them.

It was an old house, with lots of unnecessary passages and staircases. A stranger could get lost in it quite easily.

Well, I went down for that Christmas. Violet Sangston promised me that I knew most of the other guests. Unfortunately, I couldn't get away from my job until Christmas Eve. All the other guests had arrived there the previous day. I was the last to arrive, and I was only just in time for dinner. I said 'Hullo' to everyone I knew, and Violet Sangston introduced me to the people I didn't know. Then it was time to go in to dinner.

That is perhaps why I didn't hear the name of a tall, dark-haired handsome girl whom I hadn't met before. Everyone was in rather a hurry and I am always bad at catching people's names. She looked cold and clever. She didn't look at all friendly, but she looked interesting, and I wondered who she was. I didn't ask, because I was sure that someone would speak to her by name during the meal. Unluckily, however, I was a long way from her at table. I was sitting next to Mrs Gorman, and as usual Mrs Gorman was being very bright and amusing. Her conversation is always worth listening to, and I completely forgot to ask the name of the dark, proud girl.
There were twelve of us, including the Sangstons themselves. We were all young – or trying to be young. Jack and Violet Sangston were the oldest, and their seventeen−yearold son Reggie was the youngest. It was Reggie who suggested 'Smee' when the talk turned to games. He told us the rules of the game, just as I've described them to you. Jack Sangston warned us all. `If you are going to play games in the dark,' he said, `please be careful of the back stairs on the first floor. A door leads to them, and I've often thought about taking the door off. In the dark a stranger to the house could think they were walking into a room. A girl really did break her neck on those stairs.'

I asked how it happened.

`It was about ten years ago, before we came here. There was a party and they were playing hide and seek. This girl was looking for somewhere to hide. She heard somebody coming, and ran along the passage to get away. She opened the door, thinking it led to a bedroom. She planned to hide in there until the seeker had gone. Unfortunately it was the door that led to the back stairs. She fell straight down to the bottom of the stairs. She was dead when they picked her up.'

We all promised to be careful. Mrs Gorman even made a little joke about living to be ninety. You see, none of us had known the poor girl, and we did not want to feel sad on Christmas Eve.

Well, we all started the game immediately after dinner. Young Reggie Sangston went round making sure all the lights were off, except the ones in the servants' rooms and in the sitting−room where we were. We then prepared twelve sheets of paper. Eleven of them were blank, and one of them had 'Smee' written on it. Reggie mixed them all up, then we each took one. The person who got the paper with 'Smee' on it had to hide. I looked at mine and saw that it was blank. A moment later, all the electric lights went out. In the darkness I heard someone moving very quietly to the door.

After a minute somebody blew a whistle, and we all rushed to the door. I had no idea who was 'Smee'. For five or ten minutes we were all rushing up and down passages and in and out of rooms, challenging each other and answering, 'Smee? – Smee!'.

After a while, the noise died down, and I guessed that someone had found 'Smee'. After a time I found a group of people all sitting on some narrow stairs. I challenged, and received no answer. So 'Smee' was there. I hurriedly joined the group. Presently two more players arrived. Each one was hurrying to avoid being last. Jack Sangston was last, and was given a forfeit.

`I think we're all here now, aren't we?' he remarked. He lit a match, looked up the staircase and began to count.

. . . Nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen,' he said, and then laughed. `That's silly – there's one too many!'

The match went out, and he lit another and began to count. He got as far as twelve, then he looked puzzled.

`There are thirteen people here!' he said. `I haven't counted myself yet.'

`Oh, nonsense!' I laughed. `You probably began with yourself, and now you want to count yourself twice.'

His son took out his electric torch. It gave a better light than the matches, and we all began to count. Of course there were twelve of us. Jack laughed. `Well,' he said, `I was sure I counted thirteen twice.'

From half way up the stairs Violet Sangston spoke nervously. `I thought there was somebody sitting two steps above me. Have you moved, Captain Ransome?'

The captain said that he hadn't. `But I thought there was somebody sitting between Mrs Sangston and me.'

Just for a moment there was an uncomfortable something in the air. A cold finger seemed to touch us all. For that moment we all felt that something odd and unpleasant had just happened – and was likely to happen again. Then we laughed at ourselves, and at each other, and we felt normal again. There were only twelve of us, and that was that. Still laughing, we marched back to the sitting−room to begin again.
This time I was "Smee". Violet Sangston found me while I was searching for a hiding-place. That game didn't last long. Soon there were twelve people and the game was over. Violet felt cold, and wanted her jacket. Her husband went up to their bedroom to fetch it. As soon as he'd gone, Reggie touched me on the arm. He was looking pale and sick. "Quick!" he whispered, "I've got to talk to you. Something horrible has happened.'

We went into the breakfast-room. "What's the matter?" I asked.

'I don't know. You were "Smee" last time, weren't you? Well, of course I didn't know who "Smee" was. While Mother and the others ran to the west side of the house and found you, I went east. There's a deep clothes cupboard in my bedroom. It looked like a good hiding-place. I thought that perhaps "Smee" might be there. I opened the door in the dark—and touched somebody's hand. "Smee?" I whispered. There was no answer. I thought I'd found "Smee".

'Well, I don't understand it, but I suddenly had a strange, cold feeling. I can't describe it, but I felt that something was wrong. So I turned on my electric torch and there was nobody there. Now, I am sure I touched a hand. And nobody could get out of the cupboard, because I was standing in the doorway. What do you think?'

'You imagined that you touched a hand,' I said.

He gave a short laugh. 'I knew you would say that,' he said. "Of course I imagined it. That's the only explanation, isn't it?"

I agreed with him. I could see that he still felt shaken. Together we returned to the sitting-room for another game of "Smee". The others were all ready and waiting to start again.

Perhaps it was my imagination (although I'm almost sure that it was not). But I had a feeling that nobody was really enjoying the game any more. But everyone was too polite to mention it. All the same, I had the feeling that something was wrong. All the fun had gone out of the game. Something deep inside me was trying to warn me. 'Take care,' it whispered. 'Take care.' There was some unnatural, unhealthy influence at work in the house. Why did I have this feeling? Because Jack Sangston had counted thirteen people instead of twelve? Because his son imagined he had touched someone's hand in an empty cupboard? I tried to laugh at myself, but I did not succeed.

Well, we started again. While we were all chasing the unknown 'Smee' we were all as noisy as ever. But it seemed to me that most of us were just acting. We were no longer enjoying the game. At first I stayed with the others. But for several minutes no 'Smee' was found. I left the main group and started searching on the first floor at the west side of the house. And there, while I was feeling my way along, I bumped into a pair of human knees.

I put out my hand and touched a soft, heavy curtain. Then I knew where I was. There were tall, deep windows with window-seats at the end of the passage. The curtains reached to the ground. Somebody was sitting in a corner of one of the window-seats, behind a curtain.

'Aha!' I thought, 'I've caught "Smee"!' So I pulled the curtain to one side—and touched a woman's arm.

It was a dark, moonless night outside. I couldn't see the woman sitting in the corner of the window-seat.
I did not know the name, but I guessed at once who she was. I knew every girl in the house by name except one. And that was the tall, pale, dark girl. So here she was sitting beside me on the window-seat, shut in between a heavy curtain and a window. I was beginning to enjoy the game. I wondered if she was enjoying it too. I whispered one or two rather ordinary questions to her, and received no answer.

`Smee' is a game of silence. It is a rule of the game that `Smee' and the person or persons who have found `Smee' have to keep quiet. This, of course, makes it harder for the others to find them. But there was nobody else about. I wondered, therefore, why she was insisting on silence. I spoke again and got no answer. I began to feel a little annoyed. `Perhaps she is one of those cold, clever girls who have a poor opinion of all men,' I thought. `She doesn't like me, and she is using the rules of the game as an excuse for not speaking. Well, if she doesn't like sitting here with me, I certainly don't want to sit with her!' I turned away from her. `I hope someone finds us soon,' I thought.

As I sat there, I realized that I disliked sitting beside this girl very much indeed. That was strange. The girl I had seen at dinner had seemed likeable in a cold kind of way. I noticed her and wanted to know more about her. But now I felt really uncomfortable beside her. The feeling of something wrong, something unnatural, was growing. I remembered touching her arm, and I trembled with horror. I wanted to jump up and run away. I prayed that someone else would come along soon.

Just then I heard light footsteps in the passage. Somebody on the other side of the curtain brushed against my knees. The curtain moved to one side, and a woman's hand touched my shoulder. `Smee?' whispered a voice that I recognized at once. It was Mrs Gorman. Of course she received no answer. She came and sat down beside me, and at once I felt very much better.

`It's Tony Jackson, isn't it?' she whispered.
`Yes,' I whispered back.
`You're not "Smee", are you?'
`No, she's on my other side."

She reached out across me. I heard her finger-nails scratch a woman's silk dress. `Hullo, "Smee". How are you? Who are you? Oh, is it against the rules to talk? Never mind, Tony, we'll break the rules. Do you know, Tony, this game is beginning to annoy me a little. I hope they aren't going to play it all evening. I'd like to play a nice quiet game, all together beside a warm fire.'
`Me too,' I agreed.
`Can't you suggest something to them? There's something rather unhealthy about this particular game. I'm sure I'm being very silly. But I can't get rid of the idea that we've got an extra player... somebody who ought not to be here at all.'

That was exactly how I felt, but I didn't say so. However, I felt very much better. Mrs Gorman's arrival had chased away my fears. We sat talking. `I wonder when the others will find us?'' said Mrs Gorman.

After a time we heard the sound of feet, and young Reggie's voice shouting, `Hullo, hullo! Is anybody there?'
`Yes,' I answered.
`Is Mrs Gorman with you?''
'Yes.'
'What happened to you? You've both got forfeits. We've all been waiting for you for hours.'
'But you haven't found "Smee" yet,' I complained.
'You haven't, you mean. I was "Smee" this time.'
'But "Smee" is here with us!' I cried.
'Yes,' agreed Mrs Gorman.
The curtain was pulled back and we sat looking into the eye of Reggie's electric torch. I looked at Mrs Gorman, and then on my other side. Between me and the wall was an empty place on the window-seat. I stood up at once. Then I sat down again. I was feeling very sick and the world seemed to be going round and round.
'There was somebody there,' I insisted, 'because I touched her.'
'So did I,' said Mrs Gorman, in a trembling voice. 'And I don't think anyone could leave this window-seat without us knowing.'
Reggie gave a shaky little laugh. I remembered his unpleasant experience earlier that evening. 'Someone's been playing jokes,' he said. 'Are you coming down?'

We were not very popular when we came down to the sitting-room.
'I found the two of them sitting behind a curtain, on a window-seat,' said Reggie.
I went up to the tall, dark girl.
'So you pretended to be "Smee", and then went away!' I accused her.
She shook her head. Afterwards we all played cards in the sitting-room, and I was very glad.
Some time later, Jack Sangston wanted to talk to me. I could see that he was rather cross with me, and soon he told me the reason.
'Tony,' he said, 'I suppose you are in love with Mrs Gorman. That's your business, but please don't make love to her in my house, during a game. You kept everyone waiting. It was very rude of you, and I'm ashamed of you.'
'But we were not alone!' I protested. 'There was somebody else there – somebody who was pretending to be "Smee". I believe it was that tall, dark girl, Miss Ford. She whispered her name to me. Of course, she refused to admit it afterwards.'
Jack Sangston stared at me. 'Miss who?' he breathed.
'Brenda Ford, she said.'
Jack put a hand on my shoulder. 'Look here, Tony,' he said, 'I don't mind a joke, but enough is enough. We don't want to worry the ladies. Brenda Ford is the name of the girl who broke her neck on the stairs. She was playing hide and seek here ten years ago.'
It was April and John Moore was studying for an important examination. As the date of the exam came nearer, he decided to go somewhere and read by himself. He did not want the amusements of the seaside, or the beauties of the countryside. He decided to find a quiet, ordinary little town and work there undisturbed. He packed his suitcases with clothes and books. Then he looked in a railway timetable for a town that he did not know. He found one, and bought a ticket to go there. He did not tell anyone where he was going. After all, he did not want to be disturbed.

That is how Moore arrived at Benchurch. It was a market town, and once a week it was quite busy for a few hours. The rest of the time it was a very quiet, sleepy little place. Moore spent his first night at the only hotel in the town. The landlady was very kind and helpful, but the hotel was not really quiet enough for him. The second day he started looking for a house to rent.

There was only one place that he liked. It was more than quiet – it was deserted and very lonely. It was a big, old seventeenth-century house. It had tiny windows like a prison, and a high brick wall all round it. It would be hard to imagine a more unwelcoming place. But it suited Moore perfectly. He went to find the local lawyer, who was responsible for the house.

Mr Carnford, the lawyer, was very happy to rent the house to him.

'I'd be glad to let you have it free,' he said, 'just to have somebody living in it again after all these years. It's been empty so long that people have spread a lot of foolish stories about it. You'll be able to prove that the stories are wrong.'

Moore did not think it was necessary to ask the lawyer for more details of the 'foolish stories'. He paid his rent, and Mr Carnford gave him the name of an old servant to look after him. He came away from the lawyer's office with the keys of the house in his pocket. He then went to Mrs Wood, the landlady of the hotel.

'I'm renting a house for a few weeks,' he said. 'Can you advise me about shopping, please? What do you think I shall need?'

'Where are you going to stay, sir?' the landlady asked. Moore told her.

She threw up her hands in horror. 'Not the Judge's House!' she said, and she grew pale as she spoke.

He asked her to tell him more about the house. 'Why is it called the Judge's House?' he said, 'and why doesn't anyone want to live in it?'

Well, sir,' she said, 'a long time ago – no, I don't know how long – a judge lived there. He was a hard, cruel judge, sir – a real hanging judge. He showed no mercy to anyone. But as for the house itself – well, I can't say. I've often asked, but nobody could tell me for certain.' She found it hard to explain. The general feeling in the town was that there was something strange about the Judge's House. 'As for me, sir,' she said, 'I won't stay there alone. Not for all the money in the bank!'

Then she apologized to Moore. 'I'm sorry to worry you, sir, really I am. But if you were my son I wouldn't let you stay there one night on your own. I'd go there myself and pull the big alarm bell that's
Moore was grateful for her kindness and her anxiety. `How good of you to be so anxious about me, Mrs Wood!' he said. `But there's really no need to worry. I'm studying for an important examination and I have no time for horrors or mysteries.'

The landlady kindly promised to do his shopping for him. Moore then went to see the old servant whom Mr Carnford had recommended to him. Her name was Mrs Dempster, and she seemed pleasant and eager to please her new master.

When he returned with her to the Judge's House two hours later, he found Mrs Wood waiting outside it. She had several people with her - men and boys carrying parcels, and another two men with a bed.

`But there are beds in the house!' cried Moore in surprise. `And nobody's slept in them for fifty years or more! No, sir. I won't let you risk your life in an old, damp bed.'

The landlady was obviously curious to see the inside of the house. At the same time she was clearly afraid. At the smallest noise she held nervously to Moore's arm. Together they explored the whole house. After his exploration, Moore decided to live in the dining-room. It was big enough for both working and sleeping. Mrs Wood and Mrs Dempster began to arrange everything. Soon the baskets were unpacked. Moore saw that kind Mrs Wood had brought many good things from her own kitchen. Before she left she turned to Moore and said, `I do hope you will be all right, sir. But I must say - I couldn't sleep here, with all those ghosts!'

When she left, Mrs Dempster laughed. `Ghosts!' she said. `Ghosts! There are no ghosts! There are rats and insects, and doors that need oiling. There are windows that blow open in the wind. . . Look at the old oak walls of this room, sir. They are old - hundreds of years old! Don't you think there'll be rats and insects behind the wood? You'll see plenty of rats here, sir, but you won't see any ghosts - I'm sure of that. Now you go and have a nice walk, sir. And when you come back, I'll have this room all ready for you.'

She kept her promise. When Moore returned he found the room clean and neat. A fire was burning in the ancient fireplace. She had lit the lamp and put his supper ready on the table.

`Good night, sir,' she said. `I have to go now and get my husband's supper. I'll see you in the morning.'

`This is wonderful!' said Moore to himself as he ate Mrs Dempster's excellent food. When he had finished his supper, he pushed the dishes to the other end of the table. He put more wood on the fire and began to study.

Moore worked without stopping until about eleven o'clock. Then he put some more wood on the fire. He also made a pot of tea. He was enjoying himself very much. The fire was burning brightly. The firelight danced on the old oak walls and threw strange shadows around the room. His tea tasted excellent, and there was nobody to disturb him. Then for the first time he noticed how much noise the rats were making.

`Were they making all this noise while I was studying?' he thought. `No, I don't think they were. Perhaps they were afraid of me at first. Now they have become braver, and they are running about as usual.'

How busy they were! And what a lot of noise they made! Up and down they rushed, behind the old oak walls, over the ceiling and under the floor. Moore remembered Mrs Dempster's words: `You'll see plenty of rats, but you won't see any ghosts.' `Well,' he said with a smile, `she was right about the rats, anyway!'
He picked up the lamp and looked around the room. `How strange,' he said to himself. `Why doesn't anybody want to live in this beautiful old house?' The oak walls were very beautiful. There were some old pictures on the walls, but they were covered with dust and dirt and he could not see them clearly. Here and there he saw small holes in the walls. From time to time the curious face of a rat stared at him. Then with a scratch and a squeak, it was gone.

The thing that interested him most, however, was the rope of the great alarm bell on the roof. The rope hung down in a corner of the room on the right-hand side of the fireplace. He found a huge, high-backed oak chair and pulled it up beside the fire. There he sat and drank his last cup of tea. Then he put more wood on the fire and sat down at the table again with his books. For a time the rats disturbed him with their scratching and squeaking. But he got used to the noise, and soon he forgot everything except his work.

Suddenly he looked up. Something had disturbed him, but he did not know what it was. He sat up and listened. The room was silent. That was it! The noise of the rats had stopped. `That's what disturbed me!' said Moore with a smile. He looked around the room – and saw an enormous rat. It was sitting on the great high-backed chair by the fire, and it was staring at him with hate in its small red eyes. Moore picked up a book and pretended to throw it. But the rat did not move. It showed its great white teeth angrily, and its cruel eyes shone mercilessly in the lamplight.

`Why, you-' cried Moore. He picked up the poker from the fireplace and jumped up. Before he could hit the rat, however, it jumped to the floor with a squeak. It ran up the rope of the alarm bell and disappeared in the darkness. Strangely, the squeaks and scratches of the rats in the walls began again.

By this time Moore no longer felt like working. Outside the house the birds were singing: soon it would be morning. He climbed into bed and immediately fell asleep.

He slept so deeply that he did not hear Mrs Dempster come in. She dusted the room and made his breakfast. Then she woke him with a cup of tea.

After breakfast he put a book in his pocket and went out for a walk. On the way he bought a few sandwiches. (`Then I shan't have to stop for lunch,' he said to himself). He found a pretty, quiet little park and spent most of the day there, studying. On his way home he called at the hotel to thank Mrs Wood for her kindness. She looked at him searchingly.

`You must not work too hard, sir. You look pale this morning. Too much studying isn't good for anyone. But tell me, sir, did you have a good night? Mrs Dempster told me you were still asleep when she went in.'

`Oh, I was all right,' said Moore with a smile. `The ghosts haven't troubled me yet. But the rats had a party last night! There was one old devil with red eyes. He sat up on the chair by the fire. He didn't move until I picked up the poker. Then he ran up the rope of the alarm bell. I didn't see where he went. It was too dark.'

`Dear God!' cried Mrs Wood, `an old devil sitting by the fire! Take care, sir, take care.'

`What do you mean?' asked Moore in surprise.

`An old devil! The old devil, perhaps.' Moore started to laugh.

`Please forgive me, Mrs Wood,' he said at last. `I just couldn't help laughing at the idea of the Devil himself sitting by my fire...'. And he began to laugh again. Then he went home for dinner.

That evening the noise of the rats began earlier. After dinner he sat down beside the fire and drank his tea. Then he sat down at the table and started to work again.

The rats disturbed him more than the previous night. They scratched and squeaked and ran about, and stared at him from the holes in the walls. Their eyes shone like tiny lamps in the firelight. But
Moore was becoming used to them. They seemed playful rather than aggressive. Sometimes the bravest rats ran out onto the floor or across the tops of the pictures. Now and again, when they disturbed him, Moore shook his papers at them. They ran to their holes at once. And so the early part of the night passed quite quietly.

Moore worked hard for several hours.

All at once he was disturbed by a sudden silence. There was not a sound of running, or scratching, or squeaking. The huge room was as silent as the grave. Moore remembered the previous night. He looked at the chair by the fireside— and got a terrible shock. There, on the great high-backed oak chair, sat the same enormous rat. It was staring at him with hate.

Without thinking, Moore picked up the nearest book and threw it. It missed, and the rat did not move. So Moore again picked up the poker. Again the rat ran up the rope of the alarm bell. And once more the other rats started their scratching and squeaking. Moore was unable to see where the rat had gone. The light of the lamp did not reach as far as the high ceiling, and the fire had burned low.

Moore looked at his watch. It was almost midnight. He put more wood on the fire and made a pot of tea. Then he sat down in the great oak chair by the fire and enjoyed his tea.

'I wonder where that old rat went just now,' he thought. 'I must buy a rat trap in the morning.' He lit another lamp. He placed it so that it would shine into the right-hand corner of the wall by the fireplace. He got several books ready to throw at the creature. Finally he lifted the rope of the alarm bell. He put it on the table and fixed the end of it under the lamp.

As he handled the rope, Moore noticed how pliable it was. 'You could hang a man with it,' he thought. Then he stood back and admired his preparations.

'There, my friend,' he said aloud, 'I think I'll learn your secret this time!'

He started work again, and was soon lost in his studies. But once again he was disturbed by a sudden silence. Then the bell rope moved a little, and the lamp on top of the rope moved too. Moore made sure that his books were ready for throwing. Then he looked along the rope. As he looked, the great rat dropped from the rope onto the old oak chair. It sat there staring at him angrily. He picked up a book and aimed it at the rat. The creature jumped cleverly to one side. Moore threw another book, but without success. Then, as Moore stood with a third book in his hand, ready to throw, the rat squeaked and seemed to be afraid. Moore threw the book and it hit the rat's side. With a squeak of pain and fear, and a look of real hate, it ran up the back of the chair and made a great jump onto the rope of the alarm bell. It ran up the rope like lightning, while the heavy lamp shook with its desperate speed. Moore watched the rat carefully. By the light of the second lamp, he saw it disappear through a hole in one of the great pictures on the wall.

'I shall check my unpleasant little visitor's home in the morning,' said Moore to himself as he picked up his books from the floor. 'The third picture from the fireplace: I shan't forget.' He examined the books. He picked up the third book that he had thrown. 'This is the one that hurt him!' he said to himself. Then his face turned pale. 'Why—it's my mother's old Bible! How strange!' He sat down to work again, and once more the rats in the walls started their noise. This did not worry him. Compared with the huge rat, these ones seemed almost friendly. But he could not work. At last he closed his books and went to bed. The first red light of morning was shining through the window as he closed his eyes.

He slept heavily but uneasily, and he had unpleasant dreams. Then Mrs Dempster woke him as usual with a cup of tea, and he felt better. But his first request to her surprised the old servant very much. 'Mrs Dempster, while I'm out today, will you please dust or wash those pictures—particularly the third one from the fireplace. I want to see what they are.'
Again Moore spent most of the day studying happily in the park. On his way home he again visited Mrs Wood at the hotel. She had a visitor with her in her comfortable sitting–room.

'Sir,' said the landlady, 'this is Doctor Thornhill.'

As soon as she had introduced them, the doctor began to ask Moore a great many questions. 'I'm sure,' said Moore to himself, 'that the good doctor did not call here by accident.' He turned to Doctor Thornhill.

'Doctor, I'll gladly answer all your questions, if you'll just answer one of mine.'

The doctor seemed surprised, but he agreed at once.

'Did Mrs Wood ask you to come here and advise me?' asked Moore. The doctor looked surprised. Mrs Wood's face turned very red and she looked away. But the doctor was an honest, friendly man, and he answered quickly, 'She did, but she didn't want you to know. She's worried about you. She, doesn't like you staying there all alone, and she thinks you study too hard and drink too much strong tea. She asked me to give you some good advice. I was once a student too, you know, so I know what I'm talking about.'

Moore smiled and held out his hand to Doctor Thornhill. 'I must thank you for your kindness – and you too, Mrs Wood. I promise to take no more strong tea, and I'll be in bed by one o'clock. There, will that please you both?'

'Very much,' said Doctor Thornhill. 'Now tell us all about that old house.'

Moore told them all about the events of the previous nights. When he told them how he had thrown the Bible, Mrs Wood gave a little scream. When Moore had finished his story, Doctor Thornhill looked very serious.

'The rat always ran up the rope of the alarm bell?' he asked.

'Always.'

'I suppose you know,' said the doctor, 'what the rope is?'

'No, I don't,' said Moore.

'It is the hangman's rope,' said the doctor. 'After the judge condemned someone to death, the unfortunate man was hanged with that rope.' Mrs Wood gave another scream. The doctor went to fetch her a glass of water. When he returned, he looked hard at Moore. 'Listen, young man,' he said. 'If anything happens to you tonight, don't hesitate to ring the alarm bell. I shall be working quite late tonight too, and I'll keep my ears open. Now don't forget!'

Moore laughed. 'I'm sure I shan't need to do that!' he said, and went home for his dinner.

'I don't like that young man's story,' said Doctor Thornhill after Moore had left. 'Perhaps he imagined most of it. All the same, I'll listen tonight for the alarm bell. Perhaps we'll reach him in time to help him.'

When Moore arrived home, Mrs Dempster had already left. But his supper was ready for him. The lamp was burning brightly and there was a good fire in the fireplace. It was a cold, windy evening, but the room was warm and inviting. For a few minutes after he came in, the rats were quiet. But, as before, they soon became used to his presence in the room. Soon they started their noise again. He was glad to hear them. He remembered how silent they had been when the great rat appeared. Moore soon forgot the squeaking and scratching. He sat down to his dinner with a light heart. After dinner he opened his books, determined to get some work done.

For an hour or two he worked very well. Then his concentration weakened, and he looked up. It was a stormy night. The whole house seemed to shake, and the wind whistled down the chimneys with a strange, unnatural sound. The force of the wind shook the alarm bell. The pliable rope rose and fell a
little, and the bottom of it hit the oak floor with a hard and hollow sound.

    As Moore watched it, he remembered the doctor's words: `It's the hangman's rope.' He went over to the corner by the fireplace and took the rope in his hand. He looked at it very hard. He wondered how many people had died on the end of that rope. As he held it, the movement of the bell on the roof still lifted it now and again. Then he felt a new movement. The rope seemed to tremble, as if something was moving along it. At the same time, the noise of the rats stopped.

   Moore looked up, and saw the great rat coming down towards him. It was staring at him with hate. Moore dropped the rope and jumped back with a cry. The rat turned, ran up the rope again and disappeared. At the same moment Moore realized that the noise of the other rats had begun again.

    `Very well, my friend,' thought Moore, `let's investigate your hiding place.'

   He lit the other lamp. He remembered that the rat had disappeared inside the third picture on the right. He picked up the lamp and carried it across to the picture.

   He almost dropped the lamp. He stepped back at once, and the sweat of fear was upon his pale face. His knees shook. His whole body trembled like a leaf. But he was young and brave, and he moved forward again with his lamp. Mrs Dempster had dusted and washed the picture, and Moore could now see it quite clearly.

   It showed a judge. He had a cruel, clever, merciless face, with a big curved nose and very bright, hard eyes. As Moore looked into those eyes, he realized that he had seen that look before. The great rat's eyes were exactly the same. They held the same look of hate and cruelty. Then the noise of the rats stopped again, and Moore became conscious of another pair of eyes looking at him. The great rat was staring at him from the hole in the corner of the picture. But Moore took no notice of the creature and continued to examine the picture.

   The Judge was sitting in a great, high-backed oak chair, on the right-hand side of a great stone fireplace. In the corner a rope hung down from the ceiling. With a feeling of horror, Moore recognized the room where he now stood. He looked around him, as if he expected to see another presence there. Then he looked across to the corner of the fireplace. He froze with fear and the lamp fell from his trembling hand.

   There, in the Judge's chair, sat the rat. The rope hung behind, exactly as it did in the picture. The rat looked at Moore with the same merciless stare as the Judge in the picture. But there was a new, triumphant look in the small red eyes. Everything was silent except for the storm outside.

    `The lamp!' thought Moore desperately. Fortunately it was a metal one, and the oil had not caught fire. However, he had to put it out. In doing so, he forgot his fears for a moment.

   Then he stopped and thought. `I can't go on like this,' he said to himself. `The doctor is right. Late hours and strong tea are no good for me. They just make me nervous. However, I'm all right now.' He made himself a warm, milky drink and sat down to work.

   Nearly an hour later a sudden silence disturbed him again. Outside, the storm was growling and whistling as loudly as ever. The rain drummed on the windows. But inside the house everything was as quiet as the grave. Moore listened carefully, and then he heard a strange squeaking noise. It came from the corner of the room where the rope hung down. At first he thought the rope itself was making the sound. Then he looked up and saw the great rat. It was chewing the rope with its ugly yellow teeth. It had almost bitten through it, and, as Moore watched, part of the rope fell to the floor. Only a short piece was still attached to the bell, and the rat was still hanging onto it. Now the rope began to swing backwards and forwards. Moore felt a moment of terrible fear. `Now I can never ring the alarm bell,' he thought. Then he was filled with anger. He picked up the book he was reading, and threw it violently at the rat. He aimed it well. But before the book could hit the creature, it dropped off the rope and landed on the floor. At once Moore rushed towards it, but the rat ran away and disappeared into the shadows.

    `Let's have another rat hunt before bed!' said Moore to himself. He picked up the lamp – and almost dropped it again.

   The figure of the Judge had disappeared from the picture. The chair and the details of the room were still there. But the man himself had gone. Frozen with horror, Moore moved slowly round. He began to shake and tremble. His strength left him, and he was unable to move a muscle. He could only
see and hear.

There, on the great high-backed oak chair sat the Judge. His merciless eyes stared at Moore. There was a smile of triumph on his cruel mouth. Slowly he lifted up a black hat. Moore's heart was drumming wildly. There was a strange singing noise in his ears. Outside, the wind was as wild as ever. Then, above the screams of the wind, he heard the great clock striking in the market place. He stood and listened, stiff and unmoving. The triumph on the Judge's face grew. As the clock struck twelve, the Judge placed the black hat on his head. Slowly and deliberately, he rose from his chair and picked up the piece of rope from the floor. He pulled it through his hands. Slowly and carefully he made the thick, pliable rope into a noose. He tested the noose with his foot. He pulled hard at it until he was pleased with it. Then he began to move slowly and carefully past the table, on the opposite side to Moore. Then with one quick movement he stood in front of the door. Moore was trapped! All this time, the Judge's eyes never left Moore's.

Moore stared into the cruel eyes, like a bird watching a cat. He saw the Judge coming nearer with his noose. He saw him throw the noose towards him. Desperately Moore threw himself to one side, and saw the rope fall harmlessly to the floor. Again the Judge raised the noose and tried to catch Moore. Again and again he tried. And all the time he stared mercilessly at the student. 'He's just playing with me,' thought Moore, 'like a cat playing with a bird. Soon he'll catch me, and hang me....'

He looked desperately behind him. Hundreds of rats were watching him with bright, anxious little eyes. Then he saw that the rope of the alarm bell was covered with rats. As he watched, more and more were pouring down onto the rope, from the round hole in the ceiling that led to the bell itself. The rats were hanging from the rope, and there were so many of them that the rope was swinging backwards and forwards.

The alarm bell began to ring, softly at first, then more strongly. At the sound, the Judge looked up. A devilish anger spread across his face. His eyes burned like red jewels. Outside there was a sudden, deafening crash of thunder. The Judge raised his noose again, while the rats ran desperately up and down the rope of the alarm bell.

This time, instead of throwing the rope, the Judge moved nearer to Moore, and held the noose open. Moore was unable to move. He stood there like a stone figure. He felt the Judge's icy fingers and the pliable rope against his neck. He felt the noose against his throat. Then the Judge picked up the stiff body of the student in his arms. He carried him over to the great oak chair and stood him on it. Then, stepping up beside him, the Judge put up his hand and caught the rope of the alarm bell. At his touch the rats ran away, squeaking with fear. They disappeared through the hole in the ceiling. Then the Judge took the end of the noose which was around Moore's neck. He tied it to the hanging bell rope. Then he climbed down, and pulled away the chair.

When the alarm bell of the Judge's House began to ring, a crowd soon gathered. People came running with lanterns and torches, and soon hundreds of people were hurrying to the house. They knocked loudly at the door, but there was no reply. Then they broke down the door, and poured into the
Giles Hampton was spending a short holiday in Wales. A friend of his had recently sold his business in Liverpool and had moved to Wales. This friend, whose name was Beverley, had built himself a house in Caernarvonshire, near the Snowdon mountains. There was an ancient church called Fablan Fawr a few hundred yards away from his house, so Beverley called his new house Fablan Fawr too.

Giles was very interested in geology. He loved studying rocks and stones. Since that part of Wales is of particular interest to the geologist, Giles was very glad indeed to receive Beverley's invitation to visit him. Giles arrived at Fablan Fawr on the evening of October 10. The house was very modern and extremely comfortable. It stood between the mountains and the Conway Valley. A few hundred yards behind the house lay the steep, rocky mountains.

The weather was fine, and for the first week of his stay Giles went with Beverley on several short geological expeditions. They also went shooting together once or twice, and they visited neighbours in the district. But on October 18 Beverley had business in the local market town. So Giles decided to make an all-day excursion to a place on the other side of the mountains, about ten miles away. The sky was cloudy when Giles set off after an early breakfast. In his bag were his sandwiches and his geological hammers, and information from Beverley's servant, Parry, about his route across the mountains.

It was after twelve o'clock when Giles arrived and began unpacking his hammers. The sun had come out, and he was hot, tired and uncomfortable. But he soon forgot his discomfort when he examined the many interesting rocks. It was half-past three before he had finished. He packed his hammers and notebook away in his bag again and started on the journey back to Fablan Fawr. By this time the sky was cloudy again. As he walked along, light rain began to fall. Then, as he climbed higher, a thick, damp mist came down and covered everything. Soon the mist grew thicker and he could see only a few feet in front of him.

On his earlier journey across the mountains Giles had looked out for landmarks – a waterfall, an old tree, a small lake. He thought these would help him to find his way back to Fablan Fawr. But in the mist everything looked strange and different. Soon he crossed a stream which he did not recognize.
Then he knew that he had taken the wrong path.

For nearly half a mile he went back the way he had come, only to become more lost and confused than before.

'This is no good,' he thought. He sat down for a few moments to consider his position. The thought of a cold, uncomfortable night alone on the hillside did not particularly worry him. But he knew that Beverley would be very anxious. Giles did not want to worry his friend. 'He'll come out to search for me,' thought Giles, 'and bring the neighbours too. I can't let him organize a search party. I really can't.'

Suddenly he heard the sound of footsteps on the hillside above him. He shouted, and a voice answered him in Welsh. From out of the mist came an old man with a huge dog by his side. Although the man was old, he stood straight and tall. He wore a heavy cloak of dark cloth that came down to his ankles. He wore no hat and his hair was long and white. His big red face shone with kindness.

The old man spoke again in Welsh. Giles made signs to show that he did not understand. The old man smiled kindly. 'I'm lost,' said Giles, making more signs. 'I want to go to Fablan Fawr.'

The old man seemed to understand. 'Fablan Fawr,' he repeated several times, and smiled again. Then he felt inside his long cloak and pulled out a map. He spread the map out on a stone in front of him.

Beverley's new house was not, of course, on the map. But the church of Fablan Fawr was clearly shown. With his thin old hand the stranger pointed to a place on the map. He spoke again in Welsh, then pointed again. 'He is telling me that we are here,' said Giles to himself. Then the old man pointed out the path that Giles must take to reach Fablan Fawr. He did this three times, to make sure that Giles understood. Then he pushed the map into Giles's hands. Giles tried to refuse this gift, but the old man only laughed and smiled. Giles thanked him warmly and pushed the map into his coat pocket. Then he set out along the path that the old man had shown him. After a few steps he turned. He saw a shape through the mist, standing and watching him. He waved his hand and set off again. The next time he turned round, the old man had disappeared.

Giles walked fast. The mist had become thicker than before, but the path was a good one. From time to time he checked his route on the map. Soon the path led him down a very steep hillside. In the mist, Giles could see only a few feet ahead, so he moved very carefully. Suddenly his foot turned on a sharp stone and he almost fell. That stone probably saved his life. It flew up from under his feet and rolled down the steep path. He heard it rolling faster and faster, then the noise stopped. A few seconds later Giles heard a crash as the stone hit the ground hundreds of feet below. The path had led him to the edge of a cliff! Giles picked up another stone and dropped it. Again he heard the distant crash as it fell over the cliff. There was no cliff on the route that the old man had shown him. For the first time, Giles became seriously worried. He sat down miserably on a large rock, took out his pipe, and found a match to light it. 'Well,' he thought, 'I'll just have to sit and wait for the mist to clear.'

Perhaps it was an hour later when he heard a voice shouting on the hillside below. Giles shouted back as loudly as he could. Slowly the shouts got nearer. He recognized the voice of Beverley's servant, Parry,
who had become anxious about Giles's safety, and had set out to search for him. Beverley himself had not returned from the town. Giles was extremely grateful for this: he hated to trouble his friend.

Parry led Giles safely back towards the house. Giles walked slowly and quietly, thankful to be rescued. But for some reason he was unwilling to tell Parry about the stranger in the mist. He explained that he had taken the wrong path. In less than an hour he was changing his wet clothes.

At dinner, too, he kept quiet about it, simply telling Beverley that he had lost his way in the mist.

'I suppose I took the wrong path,' he said, 'and I found myself at the edge of a cliff.'

'You had a very lucky escape,' said Beverley. 'There have been some nasty accidents in these hills. A man was killed about four years ago. I believe he was found at the bottom of the same cliff. That was before I came here, of course.' He turned to his servant. 'I'm sure you remember the accident, Parry,' he said. 'Am I right? Was it the same place?'

'It certainly was, sir,' said the servant. 'It was a gentleman from London. They buried him in the churchyard here. I was working for Captain Trevor at that time. He let us all go to the burial. Mr Roberts buried him and prayed over the grave. It was all in the local newspaper. I kept the newspaper—it was the Caernarvon and District News. I'll fetch it if you like, sir.'

'That's a good idea, Parry,' said his master. In a few minutes Parry returned with an old newspaper. Beverley read the report aloud:

'Early on Wednesday morning the body of a young man was found at the bottom of the cliff at Adwy−yr−Eryon. A doctor examined the body and decided that the man had been dead for several hours. The unfortunate man was Mr John Stevenson, a young lawyer from London. Mr Stevenson had been on holiday in Wales, and he had been exploring our beautiful mountains and valleys. When he did not return to his hotel in the evening, Captain Trevor, a local man, bravely organized a search party. Unfortunately, the thick mist made their work more difficult.

It appears that the dead man took the wrong path in the mist, and fell over the cliff, hitting the sharp rocks below. In the dead man's pocket was a copy of a very old, out−of−date map. It showed a long−disused path over the hill. Of course, as everyone in the district knows, the path was destroyed many years ago by the Great Landslide. That was a terrible disaster which carried away a large part of the hillside.

The sad death of Mr Stevenson should be a warning to everyone. Never depend on an out−of−date map. A modern, accurate map of the district is available from the offices of this newspaper, price nine pence.'

When Giles heard about the out−of−date map in the dead man's pocket, he was very excited. He told Beverley the whole story of the stranger in the mist. Beverley was very interested.

'Do you remember anything about a map, Parry?' he asked his servant.

'I certainly do, sir,' said Parry. 'It was a very old map. Mr Roberts still has it, I believe.'

'Then will you please send a message to Mr Roberts for me?' said Beverley. 'Give him my best wishes, and ask him to come and have coffee with us. And ask him to bring the old map with him, please.' Parry hurried away to carry out his master's orders.

'I have the map that the old man gave me today,' said Giles. 'It is still in my coat pocket. I'll go and get it.'

He fetched the map and spread it out on the table. The two men studied it carefully. In the mist Giles had not noticed anything strange about the map. But in the brightly lit dining−room the map looked very unusual indeed. It was on thick paper that looked yellow with age. The writing was very old, with long Ss that looked like Fs.
'Look at that!' said Beverley, pointing to some writing at the bottom of the map. 'Madog ap Rhys, 1707.'

Just then Mr Roberts arrived. He listened carefully to Giles's story. Then he took a map out of his pocket. It was exactly like the map that lay on the table.

'I've always wondered how the dead man got that map,' he said. 'It's very unusual. There is only one other copy, and that's in the museum in Caernarvon.'

'And who was Madog ap Rhys?' asked Giles.

'He was a rather strange, lonely old man,' said Mr Roberts. 'He lived alone on the hillside and spent most of his time praying. He died in 1720. Of course that was before the landslide destroyed the path to Adwy−yr−Eryon. When ever there was a mist, Madog ap Rhys walked among the hills in his long dark cloak, with his dog beside him. He drew this map. He always carried a copy about with him, to give to travellers who had lost their way. Some local people say that his spirit still walks among the hills, searching for lost travellers. But that's only a story. I don't take it very seriously.'

'How sad!' said Giles, after Mr Roberts had drunk his coffee and left. 'Madog ap Rhys was a good, kind man. He only wanted to help. But he led poor Stevenson to his death, and he almost killed me.'

The Confession of Charles Linkworth
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Doctor Teesdale visited the condemned man in prison once or twice during the week before he was put to death. Condemned men often find a strange peace as the hour of their death comes closer. Linkworth was like this. While there was still hope of saving his life, Linkworth had experienced horrible doubts and fears. When all hope had gone, he seemed to accept that his death was certain, and he became calm and quiet. The murder had been a particularly horrible one, and no one felt sympathetic towards the murderer. The condemned man owned a small paper shop in Sheffield, in the north of England. He lived there with his wife and his mother. The old lady was not rich, but she had five hundred pounds, and Linkworth knew this. Linkworth himself needed money because he owed a hundred pounds, and he simply killed his mother for her money. While his wife was away from home visiting some relations, Linkworth strangled his mother.

He and his mother had had many arguments and disagreements over the past few years. She had often threatened to take her money and go and live somewhere else. In fact, during his wife's absence, Linkworth and his mother had another violent argument. The old lady took all her money out of the bank and made plans to leave Sheffield the next day. She told her son that she was going to live with friends in London. He saw his chance, and that evening he strangled her. During the night he buried the
body in the small back garden behind the shop.

The next step, before his wife's return, was a very sensible one. The next morning he packed up all his mother's clothes. He took them down to the station and sent them off to London by passenger train. In the evening he invited several friends to supper, and told them about his mother's departure. He openly admitted that he and his mother had never really agreed with each other. He said that he was not sorry that she had left. He added that she had not given him her London address. That too seemed quite natural, but it was a clever idea all the same. Linkworth did not want his wife to write to the old lady.

When his wife returned, Linkworth told her the same believable story and she accepted it completely. Indeed, this is not surprising, for there was nothing strange or unusual about it. And for a while everything went very well. At first Linkworth was clever. He did not pay the money he owed immediately. Instead, he took a paying guest into his house. This young man rented the old lady's room. At the same time Linkworth mentioned to everyone how he was making money from his little shop. It was a month before he used any of the money from the locked drawer in his mother's room. Then he changed two fifty-pound notes and paid back the money that he owed.

At that point, however, he became careless. Instead of being patient, he paid another two hundred pounds into the bank. And he began to worry about the body in the garden. Was it buried deeply enough? He bought some rocks and stones, and spent the long summer evenings building a rock garden over the grave. The flowers grew, and he began to feel safer and more confident.

But then something quite unexpected happened. His mother's luggage had arrived at Kings Cross Station in London, and of course nobody collected it. It was sent to the lost-luggage office to wait for its owner. It waited and waited – until there was a fire at the office. The old lady's luggage was partly destroyed, and the railway company wrote to her about it at her Sheffield address.

The letter was of course addressed to Mrs Linkworth, and naturally Linkworth's wife opened it. That letter was the beginning of the end for Linkworth. Why was his mother's luggage still in the lost-luggage office? He could give no reasonable explanation. Of course he had to call the police and tell them his mother was missing. Then the silent, slow machinery of English law began to move. Quiet men in dark suits visited Linkworth's shop. They enquired at his bank, and inspected the rock garden behind his shop. Then came the arrest, and the trial, which did not last very long.

Finally, the last day of the trial arrived. Well-dressed ladies in large hats came along to hear the judgement, and the room was bright with colour. No one in the crowd felt sorry for the young man who was condemned. Many of the audience were mothers themselves. The prisoner's crime, they felt, was a crime against motherhood. They felt pleased when the judge put on his black hat. They understood what the black hat meant, and they agreed with the judge. The man was a murderer, and the judge was right to condemn him to death.

Linkworth went to his death with a calm, expressionless face. Mr Dawkins, the prison chaplain, did his best to persuade Linkworth to confess his crime. Linkworth refused to admit his guilt. Now, on a bright September morning, the sun shone warmly on the terrible little group that crossed the prison yard. The chaplain prayed. Then the prison officers put a black cloth over the condemned man's head. They tied his arms behind his back. Then they led Linkworth to the hanging-shed to punish him for his crime.

It was Doctor Teesdale's job afterwards to make sure that the man was dead. He did so. He had seen it all, of course. He had heard the chaplain praying. He had watched the prison officers putting the rope around the condemned man's neck. He had seen the floor open up underneath him, and he had watched the body drop down into the black hole below. He had looked down and watched the body trembling and kicking. That lasted for only a few moments; it was a perfect death. An hour later it was
Teesdale's duty to examine the body, and again everything was normal. The prisoner's neck was broken; death had been quick and painless. As he examined the body, Teesdale had a very strange feeling. It seemed to him that the spirit of the dead man was very near to him. But the body was cold and stiff. Linkworth had been dead for an hour.

Then another strange thing happened. One of the prison officers came into the room.

'Excuse me, Doctor,' he said politely. 'Has someone brought the rope in here with the body? As you know, the hangman is always allowed to keep the rope, and we can't find it anywhere.'

'No,' said Teesdale in surprise. 'It isn't here. Have you looked in the hanging-shed?'

He thought no more about it. The disappearance of the rope, although it was strange, was not particularly important.

Doctor Teesdale was unmarried, and had a good income of his own. He lived in a pleasing little flat some distance away from the prison. An excellent couple − Mr and Mrs Parker − looked after him. He did not need the money that he earned as a doctor. But he was interested in crime and criminals. That evening Teesdale could not stop thinking about Linkworth.

'It was a horrible crime,' he thought. 'The man did not desperately need the money. It was an unnatural crime: was the man mad? They said at the trial that he was a kind husband, a good neighbour − why did he suddenly do this terrible thing? And afterwards he never confessed. He never asked for forgiveness. Everyone knew that he was guilty; why didn't he confess?'

About half past nine that evening, after one of Mrs Parker's excellent dinners, Teesdale sat alone in his study. Once more he had the feeling of another presence, a strange spirit, in the room. Teesdale was not particularly surprised. 'If the spirit continues to live after the death of the body,' he said to himself, 'is it so very surprising if it remains in this world for a time?'

Suddenly the telephone on his desk began to ring. Usually it made a very loud, demanding sound. This time it was ringing very softly. 'Perhaps there is something wrong with it,' thought Teesdale. However, the telephone was certainly ringing, and he got up and picked up the receiver.

'Hullo,' he said.

All he could hear was a whisper. 'I can't hear you,' he said. 'Speak louder, please!'

Again the whisper came, but Teesdale could not hear a word of it. Then it became softer, and died away.

He stood there for a few moments. Then he telephoned the operator. 'I've just had a telephone call,' he said. 'Can you tell me where the call came from, please?'

The operator checked, and gave him a number. To Teesdale's surprise it was the number of the prison. He at once telephoned them.

The voice on the telephone was clear and strong. Teesdale recognized the voice of Prison Officer Draycott. 'There must be some mistake, Doctor. We haven't telephoned you.'

'But the operator says you did, about five minutes ago.'

'The operator must be mistaken, Doctor. Sorry.'

'Very strange. Well, good night, Draycott.'

Teesdale sat down again. 'What a very strange thing,' he said to himself. He thought about the soft ringing of the telephone bell, and the quiet whisper when he answered it. 'I wonder . . .' he said. 'No − no, it's impossible.'

Next morning he went to the prison as usual. Once again he was conscious of an unseen presence near him. He felt it most strongly in the prison yard, near the hanging-shed. At the same time he was conscious of a deep and mysterious horror deep inside him. The spirit needed help. This feeling was so
strong there that he almost expected to see Linkworth standing there, watching him.

He went back to the prison hospital and concentrated on his work. But the feeling of an unseen presence never left him. Finally, before he went home, Teesdale looked into the hanging-shed. At the top of the steps stood the condemned man with the rope around his neck. Teesdale turned in horror and came out at once, his face grey with fear. He was a brave man and he was soon ashamed of his fear. He decided to go back into the shed, but his muscles would not obey the orders of his mind. Suddenly Teesdale had an idea. He sent for Prison Officer Draycott.

`Are you quite sure,' he said, `that nobody telephoned me last night?'

Draycott hesitated for a moment. `I don't think anybody telephoned, Doctor. I was sitting near the telephone. If anybody used it, why didn't I see them?'

`You saw nobody,' said the doctor.

`That's right, sir . . .' He hesitated again.

`Did you perhaps have the feeling that there was someone there?' asked the doctor gently.

`Well, yes, sir,' said Draycott. `But I expect I was wrong. Perhaps I was half asleep. I expect I made a mistake.'

`And perhaps you did not!' said the doctor. `I know that I didn't make a mistake when I heard my telephone ringing last night. It didn't ring in its usual way. The sound was so soft that I could only just hear it. And when I picked it up, I could only hear a whisper. But when I talked to you, your voice was loud and clear. Now I believe that someone − something − telephoned me last night. You were there, and you felt their presence, although you could not see anything.'

Draycott said, `I'm not a nervous man, Doctor. I haven't much imagination. But there was something there. It was a warm night, and there was no wind. But something moved the pages of the telephone book. It blew on my face. And it was bitterly cold, sir.'

The doctor looked seriously at him. `Did it remind you of anything, or anybody? Did a name come into your mind?' he asked.

`Yes, sir. Linkworth, sir,' said Draycott at once.

`Are you on duty tonight?' asked the doctor.

`Yes, Doctor − and I wish I wasn't!'

`I know how you feel. Now, listen. I am sure this − this thing wants to communicate with me. Give it a chance to get to the telephone. Stay away from the telephone for an hour, between half past nine and half past ten this evening. I'll wait for the call. And if I do receive a call, I'll telephone you at once.'

`And there is nothing to be afraid of?' said Draycott anxiously.

`I'm sure there's nothing to be afraid of,' said the doctor gently.

At half past nine Teesdale was sitting in his study. `If it telephones,' he thought, `I think it will telephone at the same time as last night.' Just then the telephone rang, not as softly as before, but still more quietly than usual.

Teesdale picked up the receiver and held it to his ear. Someone was crying. It was a heartbroken, hopeless sound. He listened for a moment, then he spoke.

`Yes, yes,' he said kindly. `This is Doctor Teesdale speaking. What can I do for you? And where are you speaking from?' He did not say, `Who are you?' − he was sure he knew the answer.

Slowly the crying stopped, and a soft voice whispered, `I want to tell, sir − I want to tell − I must tell.'

`Yes, you can tell me,' said the doctor.

`I can't tell you, sir. There's another gentleman, sir. He used to come to see me in the prison. Will
you give him a message, sir? I can't make him hear me, or see me. Tell him it's Linkworth, sir. Charles Linkworth. I'm very miserable. I can't leave the prison – and it's so cold. Will you send for the other gentleman?"

'Do you mean the chaplain?' asked Teesdale.

'Yes, that's right – the chaplain. He was there when I went across the yard yesterday. He prayed for me. I'll feel better when I've told him, sir.'

The doctor hesitated for a moment. 'This is a strange story,' he thought. 'How can I possibly tell the chaplain that the spirit of a dead man is trying to telephone him?' But Teesdale himself believed that the unhappy spirit wanted to confess. And there was no need to ask what it wanted to confess... 'Yes,' said Teesdale aloud, 'I'll ask him to come here.'

'Thank you, sir, a thousand times,' said the voice. It was growing softer. 'I can't talk any more now. I have to go to see – oh, my God... The terrible, desperate crying began again.

'What do you have to see?' asked Teesdale with sudden, desperate curiosity. 'Tell me what you are doing – tell me what's happening to you.'

'I can't tell you; I'm not allowed to tell you,' said the voice very softly. 'That is part... and the voice died away.

Doctor Teesdale waited a little while, but no more sounds came from the receiver. He put it down. His forehead was wet with the cold sweat of horror, and his heart was beating very fast. 'Is this real?' he asked himself, 'or is it some terrible joke?' But in his heart he knew that he had been speaking to a troubled spirit, a spirit that had something terrible to confess.

He telephoned the prison. 'Draycott?' he asked. The prison officer's voice trembled as he answered. 'Yes, sir.' 'Has anything happened, Draycott?'

'Twice the man attempted to speak, and twice he failed. At last the words came. 'Yes, sir. He has been here. I saw him go into the room where the telephone is.'

'Ah! Did you speak to him?'

'No, sir. I sweated and I prayed.'

'Well, I don't think you will be disturbed again. Now please give me the chaplain's home address.'

The next evening the two gentlemen had dinner together in the doctor's dining-room. When Mrs Parker had left them with their coffee and cigarettes, Teesdale spoke to the chaplain. 'My dear Dawkins,' he said, 'You will think this is very strange. But last night and the night before, I spoke on the telephone with the spirit of Charles Linkworth.'

'The man they hanged two days ago?' said Dawkins. 'Really, Teesdale, if you've brought me here to tell ghost stories...'

'He asked me to bring you here, Dawkins. He wants to tell you something. I think you can guess what it is.'

'I don't want to know,' said the chaplain angrily. 'Dead men do not return. They have finished with this world; they don't come back.'

'But listen,' said Teesdale. 'Two nights ago my telephone rang, but very softly, and I could only hear whispers. I asked the operator where the call came from. It came from the prison. I telephoned the prison, and Prison Officer Draycott told me that nobody had telephoned from there. But he was conscious of a presence in the room.'

'That man drinks too much whisky,' said the chaplain sharply.

'He's a good officer,' said Teesdale, 'and very sensible. And anyway, I do not drink whisky!'

Suddenly the telephone in the study rang. The doctor heard it clearly. 'There!' he said. 'Can't you
hear it?"
  `I can't hear anything,' said the chaplain angrily.
  The doctor got up and went to the telephone. `Yes?' he said in a trembling voice. `Who is it? Yes,
Mr Dawkins is here. I'll try to get him to speak to you.'
  He went back into the dining−room. `Dawkins,' he said, `Please listen to him. I beg you to listen to
him.'
  The chaplain hesitated a moment. `Very well,' he said at last. He went to the telephone and held the
receiver to his ear.
  `I can't hear anything,' he said. `Ah − I heard something there. A very soft whisper.'
  `Try to hear!' begged the doctor.
  Again the chaplain listened. Suddenly he put the receiver down. He frowned. `Something − somebody said, "I killed her. I confess. I want to be forgiven." It's a joke, my dear Teesdale. Somebody
is playing a sick, horrible joke on you. I can't believe it.'
  Doctor Teesdale picked up the receiver. `Teesdale here,' he said. `Can you give Mr Dawkins a sign
that you are there?' He put the receiver down again. `He says he thinks he can,' he said. `We must wait.'
  It was a warm evening and the window was open. For five minutes the two men sat and waited, but
nothing happened. Then the chaplain spoke. `There!' he said, `Nothing at all! I think that proves I'm
right.'
  As he spoke an icy wind suddenly blew into the room. It moved the papers on the doctor's desk.
Teesdale went to the window and closed it.
  `Did you feel that?' he asked. 
  `Yes,' said the chaplain. `A breath of cold air from the window.'
  Once again the cold wind blew in the closed room. `And did you feel that?' asked the doctor gently. 
  The chaplain's hands trembled. `Dear God,' he prayed, `keep us safe this night.'
  `Something is coming!' said the doctor. And it came. In the centre of the room stood the figure of a
man. His head was bent over onto his shoulder, and they could not see his face. Then he took his head in
both hands and raised it slowly and heavily. The dead face looked at them. The mouth was open; the
dead eyes stared. There was a red line around the neck. Then there came the sound of something falling
on the floor. The figure disappeared. But on the carpet of the study lay a rope.
  For a long time nobody spoke. The sweat poured off the doctor's face. The chaplain was
whispering prayers through pale lips. The doctor pointed at the rope.
  `That rope has been missing since Linkworth was hanged,' he said.
  Then again the telephone rang. This time the chaplain picked up the receiver at once. He listened in
silence.
  `Charles Linkworth,' he said at last, `are you truly sorry for your crime?' He waited for an answer,
then he whispered the words of forgiveness.
  `I can't hear any more,' said the chaplain, replacing the receiver.
  Just then Parker came in with more coffee. Doctor Teesdale pointed to the place where the ghost
had stood. `Take that rope, Parker, and burn it,' he said.
  There was a moment's silence.
  `There is no rope, sir,' said Parker.
This is a true story. Although twenty years have passed since that night, I can still remember everything about it very clearly indeed. During those twenty years I have told the story to only one other person. I still feel uncomfortable about telling it. Be patient with me, please. Do not argue, and do not try to explain anything. I do not want your explanations. I do not welcome your arguments. I was there, after all, and I have had twenty years to think about it.

I had been shooting in the lonely hills in the north of England. I had been out all day with my gun, but without success. It was December and a bitterly cold east wind was blowing. Snow was beginning to fall from a heavy grey sky. It was becoming dark and I realized that I had lost my way. I looked around me, and saw no signs of human life.

`Oh well!' I thought, `I must just keep on walking, and perhaps I'll find shelter somewhere.' I put my gun under my arm and started walking.

The snow fell heavily. It became very cold, and night was falling fast. I was very tired and hungry. I had been out all day and I had eaten nothing since breakfast. I thought about my young wife in the hotel in the village.

`How worried she will be!' I thought. `I promised to come back before nightfall. I wish I could keep that promise!'

We had been married just four months. We loved each other very much, and of course we were very happy together. I hated to worry her.

`Well,' I thought. `Perhaps I'll find shelter somewhere. Perhaps I'll meet someone who can tell me how to get back to the hotel. Then with luck I'll see my dear wife before midnight.'

All the time the snow was falling and the night was becoming darker. Every few steps I stopped and shouted, but the only sound in that wild, lonely place was the wind. I began to feel uneasy. I had read stories about travellers who were lost in the snow. They walked until they were too tired to walk any more. Then they lay down in the snow, and fell asleep, and never woke up again.

`That mustn't happen to me!' I said to myself. `I can't let it happen! I mustn't die, when I have so much to live for! What would my poor wife do without me?' I pushed away these frightening ideas. I shouted louder, and then listened for an answer. Above the sad, complaining sounds of the wind I thought I heard a far-off cry. I shouted again, and again I imagined that I heard an answer. Then out of the darkness appeared a little white circle of light. It came nearer; it became brighter. I ran towards it as fast as I could – and found an old man with a lantern.

`Thank God!' I cried. I was very, very pleased to see him.

He did not look at all glad to see me, however. He lifted his lantern and stared into my face.

`What are you thanking God for?' he growled.

`Well – I was thanking Him for you. I was afraid that I was lost in the snow.'

`Where are you trying to get to?'

`Dwolding. How far is it from here?' I asked.

`About twenty miles,' the old man growled. `So you are lost, after all.'

`Oh dear. And where is the nearest village?'

`The nearest village is Wyke, and that's twelve miles away from here.'

`Where do you live, then?'
'Over there,' he said, pointing with the lantern.
'Are you going home, then?' I asked.
'Perhaps I am.'
'Then please let me go home with you,' I said.
The old man shook his head. 'That's no good,' he said. 'He won't let you in.'
'Oh, I'm sure he will,' I said. 'Who is "he"?'
'My master.'
'Who is your master?' I asked.
'That's none of your business,' was the old man's rude reply.
'Well, please take me to him. I'm sure that your master will give me shelter and supper tonight.'
'Well, I don't think he will, but I suppose you can always ask!' the old man said crossly. He shook his grey head again and started walking. I followed the light of his lantern through the falling snow. Suddenly I saw a big black shape in the darkness. A huge dog came running towards me. It growled angrily.
'Down, King!' said the old man.
'Is this the house?' I asked.
'Yes, this is the house... Down, King!' And he took a key out of his pocket.
The door was huge and heavy. It looked like the door of a prison. The old man turned the key and I saw my chance. Quickly I pushed past him into the house.
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I looked around me. I was in a very big, high hall. While I was looking, a bell rang loudly.
'That's for you,' said the old man. He gave an unfriendly smile. 'That's the master's room, over there.'

He pointed to a low black door at the opposite side of the hall. I walked up to it and knocked loudly. Then I went in without waiting for an invitation. An old man with white hair was sitting at a table. Papers and books covered the table. He got up and looked very hard at me.

'Who are you?' he said. 'How did you get here, and what do you want?'
'My name is James Murray,' I answered. 'I'm a doctor. I walked here across the hills. I need food, drink and sleep.' 'This is not a hotel!' he said. 'Jacob, why did you let this stranger into my house?'
'I didn't let him in,' growled the old man. 'He followed me home, and he pushed past me into the house. I couldn't stop him. He's bigger than I am!'

His employer turned to me. 'And why did you do that, sir?' he asked.
'To save my life,' I answered at once.
'To save your life?'
'The snow is deep already,' I replied. 'It will be deep enough to bury me before morning!'
He walked over to the window and looked out at the falling snow. 'It's true,' he said at last. 'You may stay until morning, if you wish. Jacob, bring our supper... Sit down, please.'

He sat down at the table again and began to read.

I put my gun in a corner. I sat down near the fire and looked around me. This room was smaller than the hall, but I could see many unusual and interesting things in it. There were books on every chair. There were maps and papers on the floor. 'What an interesting room!' I said to myself. 'And what a strange place to live! Here, in this lonely farmhouse, among these dark hills!' I looked round the room, then I looked again at the old man. I wondered about him. 'Who is he?' I thought. 'What is he?' He had a big, beautiful head. It was covered with thick white hair. He had a strong, clever, serious face. There were lines of concentration across his wide, high forehead, and lines of sadness around his mouth. Jacob brought in our supper. His master closed his book and invited me politely to the table.
There was a large plate with meat, brown bread and eggs, and a pot of good, strong coffee.

‘I hope you’re hungry, sir,’ said the old man. ‘I have nothing better to offer you.’

But my mouth was already full of bread and meat. ‘It’s excellent,’ I said gratefully. ‘Thank you very much.’

‘You’re welcome,’ he said politely but coldly. His supper, I saw, was only bread and milk. We ate without speaking. The old man seemed sad. I tried to imagine why he lived such a quiet and lonely life in this far-off place. When we had finished, Jacob took the empty plates away. His master got up and looked out of the window.

‘It has stopped snowing,’ he said.

I jumped up. ‘Stopped snowing!’ I cried. ‘Then perhaps – No, of course I can’t. I can’t walk twenty miles tonight.’

‘Walk twenty miles!’ repeated the old man in surprise. ‘What do you mean?’

‘My wife is waiting for me,’ I said. ‘She does not know where I am. I’m sure she’s very worried.’

‘Where is she?’

‘At Dwolding, twenty miles away.’

‘At Dwolding,’ he said slowly. ‘Yes, that’s right; it is twenty miles away. But do you have to go there at once?’

‘Oh yes,’ I answered. ‘She'll be desperate with worry. I'll do anything . . .’

‘Well,’ said the old man after a moment’s hesitation. ‘There is a coach. It goes along the old coach road every night, and it always stops at Dwolding.’ He looked at the clock on the wall. ‘In about an hour and a quarter, the coach should stop at a signpost about five miles from here. Jacob can go with you, and show you the old coach road that leads to the signpost. If he does that, do you think you’ll be able to find the signpost all right?’

‘Easily – and thank you.’

He smiled for the first time, and rang the bell. He gave Jacob his orders, then turned to me. ‘You must hurry,’ he said, ‘if you want to catch the coach. Good night!’

I thanked him warmly. I wanted to shake his hand, but he had already turned away.

Soon Jacob and I were out on the lonely, snow-covered hills. Although the wind was quieter, it was still bitterly cold. The sky was starless. The only noise in that wild, empty place was the sound of our footsteps in the snow. Jacob did not speak. He walked silently along in front of me, holding the lantern. I followed, with my gun under my arm. I was silent too, because I was thinking about the old man. I could still hear his voice. I remembered every word of our conversation; in fact, I can still remember it today.

Suddenly Jacob stopped, and pointed with the lantern. ‘That's your road. Keep that stone wall on your right and you can't go wrong.’

‘This is the old coach road, then?’ I asked him.

‘That's right,’ he growled.

‘And how far am I from the signpost?’

‘About three miles. Just follow the road. You can't miss it.’

I took out my wallet, and he became more helpful. ‘It’s a good road,’ he said, ‘for walkers; but it was too steep and narrow for coaches. Be careful – the wall is broken, near the signpost. It was never mended after the accident.’

‘What accident?’

‘The night coach went off the road. It fell over the edge of the road and down into the valley. It’s a long way down – fifty feet or more. It’s a very bad piece of road just there.’ ‘How terrible!’ I cried.
'Were many people killed?'

'They were all killed. Four passengers were found dead, and the driver died the next morning.'

'How long ago did this happen?'

'Twenty years. My master has been a broken man since that day. His only son was one of the passengers. That's why he shuts himself away in that lonely place.'

'The wall is broken near the signpost? Thank you. I'll remember that. Good night.' I pushed a silver coin into his hand.

'Good night, sir, and thank you,' said Jacob. He turned and walked away.

I watched the light of his lantern until it disappeared. Then I began to walk along the old coach road.

This was not difficult. Although it was dark, I could still see the stone wall at the edge of the road. 'I'm safe,' I told myself. But I felt very lonely and a little afraid. I tried to forget my loneliness and fear. I sang and I whistled. I thought about my dear wife, and for a short time I felt better.

But the night was very cold. Although I walked quickly, I was unable to keep warm. My hands and feet were like ice. My chest felt icy cold and I had difficulty in breathing. My gun seemed terribly heavy. I was very tired and began to feel ill. I had to stop and rest for a moment. Just then I saw a circle of light, a long way away, like the light of a lantern. At first I thought that Jacob had come back again, to make sure I was all right. Then I saw a second light beside the first. I realized that they were the two lights of a coach.

'But how strange,' I thought, 'to use this dangerous old road. Jacob said nobody had used it since that terrible accident.' Then I thought again. 'Have I walked past the signpost in the dark? Is this the night coach that goes to Dwolding, after all?'

Meanwhile the coach came along the road. It was moving very fast, and noiselessly over the snowy road. I saw the huge dark shape of the coach with its driver on top and its four fine grey horses.

I jumped forward and shouted and waved. The coach went past me, and for a moment I thought it was not going to stop. But it did stop. The driver did not look at me. The guard seemed to be asleep. Everyone was silent and still. I ran up to the coach. Nobody moved to help me. I had to open the door of the coach for myself with my stiff, frozen fingers. 'It's empty,' I thought.

But there were three travellers in the coach. None of them moved or looked at me. They all seemed asleep. I got in and sat down. The inside of the coach seemed very cold... even colder than outside. The air inside the coach smelt heavy, damp and... dead. I looked around at the other passengers and tried to start a conversation.

'It's very cold tonight,' I said politely to the passenger who was sitting opposite me.

He turned his head towards me slowly, but did not answer.

'I think winter is really here,' I continued. The passenger was sitting in a dark corner and I could not see his face. But I could see his eyes. He was looking straight at me, but still he did not say a word.

'Why doesn't he answer?' I thought. But I did not feel really angry. I was too tired and too cold for that. I was still stiff with cold and tiredness, and the strange, damp smell inside the coach was making me feel sick too. I was frozen to my bones, and trembling with cold. I turned to the passenger on my left.

'May I open the window?' I asked politely.

He did not speak. He did not move.

I repeated my question more loudly, but he still did not answer. Then I became impatient. I tried to open the window - and I saw the glass. It was covered with dirt. 'My God - they haven't cleaned this glass for years!' I said to myself. I looked around the coach, and suddenly I thought I understood the reason for the strange smell. Everything was dirty, old and damp. The floor was almost breaking away under my feet. I turned to the third passenger.

'This coach is falling to pieces,' I said to him. 'I expect the coach company are using this one while the usual coach is being repaired.'

He moved his head slowly and still looked at me in silence. I shall never forget that look. I can still remember it now... His eyes burned with a wild, unnatural light. His face was greenish white. 'Like a dead man,' I said to myself. Then I saw that his bloodless lips were pulled back from his huge white
teeth... I trembled with fear and horror. Then I looked again at the passenger opposite me. He too was staring at me. His face was deathly white, and his eyes shone with an unearthly light. I looked again at the passenger on my left. I saw—oh, how can I describe him? I saw the face of a dead man. All three passengers were dead. A greenish light shone from their terrible faces. Their damp hair smelt of death. Their clothes smelt of the graveyard. I knew then that their bodies were dead. Only their terrible, shining eyes were alive—and they were all staring at me, threatening me.

I gave a scream of horror. I had to get out of that terrible place. I threw myself at the door and tried desperately to open it. Just then the moon came out from behind a cloud. In its cool, silvery light I suddenly saw everything very clearly. I saw the signpost pointing along the road like a warning finger. I saw the broken wall at the edge of the road. I saw the frightened horses on the edge of a steep drop. I saw the valley fifty feet below us. The coach shook like a ship at sea. There were screams of men and of horses. There was a tearing crash, a moment of terrible pain, and then—darkness.

A very long time later I woke from a deep sleep. I found my wife sitting by my bed. `What... what happened?' I asked.

`You fell, dear,' she said. `The wall was broken at the edge of the road, and you fell down into the valley. It was fifty feet, dear—but you were lucky. There was a lot of deep snow at the bottom, and that saved your life.'

`I can't remember anything. How did I get here?'

`Two farm workers were out early in the morning, looking for their lost sheep. They found you in the snow and they carried you to the nearest shelter. They fetched a doctor. You were very ill. Your arm was broken, and you had had a terrible bang on the head. You were unconscious and couldn't tell them anything. But the doctor looked in your pockets and found your name and address. So of course he called me, my dearest. And I've been looking after you since then. Now you mustn't worry. You must rest, and concentrate on getting well again.'

I was young and healthy and I was soon out of danger. But while I lay in my bed I thought about the accident. Perhaps you can guess exactly where I fell that night. It was the place where the coach had gone off the road twenty years before.

I never told my wife this story. I told the doctor; but he said that the whole adventure was just a dream, the result of cold, tiredness and a violent bang on the head. I tried to make him understand, but he refused to listen to me. I did not argue; it did not really matter if he believed me or not. But I knew then, and I know now. Twenty years ago I was a passenger in a Ghost Coach.

---

**Fullcircle**

*by John Buchan*

*retold by Rosemary Border*
One late afternoon in October Leithen and I climbed the hill above the stream and came in sight of the house. It had been a beautiful, misty morning, but now the mist had cleared. The warm sunshine of autumn shone on the fields, and on the trees the leaves were red and gold. We were looking down into a little valley like a green cup in the hills. It was a beautiful place. There was an old stone wall, and a little wood. Then there was smooth green grass, and a tiny lake. And at the heart of it all, like a jewel in a ring, stood the house. It was very small, but everything about it was quite perfect. It was old − perhaps seventeenth century − with large, light windows and pale stone walls.

Leithen looked at me. 'Isn't it fine?' he said to me. 'It was built by the great Sir Christopher Wren. You know − the man who built St Paul's Cathedral in London. The house has a most unusual name too. It is called Fullcircle. Don't you think that name suits it rather well?'

He told me the story of the house. 'It was built about 1660 by Lord Cameron. He didn't like the bright lights of the city. He was a sensitive and well-educated man and wrote some fine books in English and Latin. He loved beautiful things, and he employed the best builders and gardeners in England to work on Fullcircle. The result was a wonderful success for Wren, for the garden planners and for Carteron himself − a triumph, in fact. When the house was finished, he hid himself away for months at a time, with only a few good friends and his beloved books and garden. Rather a selfish man, really. He didn't do much for his king or his country. But he certainly had style. He knew how to enjoy life. He knew how to live well. He did only one foolish thing in his whole life. He became a Catholic. That was a dangerous thing to do in those days. Catholics were not popular then. Fortunately nobody punished him for it.'

'What happened to the house after Lord Carteron died?' I asked.

'He had no children, so some cousins moved into the house. Then in the eighteenth century the Applebys bought Fullcircle. They were country gentlemen, and very fond of hunting and shooting. They didn't take very good care of the library. But they enjoyed life too, in their own way. Old John Appleby was a friend of mine. Something went wrong with his stomach when he was about seventy. The doctor decided to forbid him to drink whisky. Poor old John, he had never drunk really heavily, although he always enjoyed a drink. "Do you know, Leithen," he told me. "Since I stopped drinking whisky I've realized something. I've lived a long life − a useful one too, I hope. But in all that time I've never been completely sober." Anyway, he died last year. He was a good old man, and I still miss him. The house went to a distant cousin called Giffen.'

He laughed. 'Julian and Ursula Giffen . . . perhaps you've heard of them. People like the Giffens always go about in pairs. They write books about society and personal relationships − books called 'The New Something', or 'Towards Something Else', or 'An Examination of Something Completely Different'. You know the sort of thing . . . Good, kind people, but extraordinarily silly. I first met them at a trial. The criminal was certainly guilty, but the police couldn't prove it. The Giffens were involved, of course. They felt sorry for the poor criminal . . . Well, I went two or three times to their house in north London. Dear God! What a place! No comfortable chairs, and the ugliest curtains I've ever seen. No style, you see. They didn't know how to live well.'

'I'm surprised that you are so friendly with them,' I said. 'They don't sound your kind of couple at all.'

'Oh, I like human beings. Lawyers like me have to study people; it's part of our job. And really the Giffens have hearts of gold. They are sensitive and kind, and somehow very innocent. 'They know so little about life . . . I wonder how they will like living in Fullcircle.'
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Just then we heard the sound of bicycle wheels on the road. The rider saw Leithen and got off his bike. He was quite tall, perhaps forty years old. A big brown beard covered the lower half of his thin, pale, serious face. Thick glasses covered his short-sighted eyes. He wore short brown trousers and a rather ugly green shirt.

"This is Julian Giffen," said Leithen to me. "Julian, this is Harry Peck. He's staying with me. We stopped to look at your house. Could we possibly have a quick look inside? I want Peck to see the staircase."

"Of course," said Mr Giffen. "I've just been into the village to post a letter. I hope you'll stay to tea. Some very interesting people are coming for the weekend."

He was gentle and polite, and clearly he loved talking. He led us through a gate and into a perfect little rose garden. Then we stood in front of the doorway, with Carpe Diem above the door. I have never seen anything like that hall, with its lovely curving staircase. It was small, but every detail was perfect. It seemed full of sunlight, and it had an air of peace, confidence and happiness.

Giffen led us into a room on the left. "You remember the house in Mr Appleby's time, don't you, Leithen? This was the chapel. We've made a few changes... Excuse me, Mr Peck, you aren't a Catholic, are you?"

It was a beautiful little room. It had the same look of sunny cheerfulness as the rest of the house. But there were new wooden shelves against the walls. They were covered with ugly new paperback books and piles of papers. A big table with a green tablecloth filled most of the floor. Two typewriters stood on a side-table.

"This is our workroom," explained Giffen. "We hold our Sunday meetings here. Ursula thinks that every weekend we ought to produce some really useful work. We welcome busy people to our home, and we give them a pleasant place to work in."

A woman came into the room. "She could be pretty," I said to myself, "if she tried." But she did not try. She had tied back her reddish hair behind her ears. Her clothes were ugly, and wildly unsuitable for a country life. She had bright, eager eyes like a bird, and her hands trembled nervously. She greeted Leithen warmly.

"We're so comfortable here," she said. "Julian and I feel as if we've always lived here. Our life has arranged itself so perfectly. My Home for Unmarried Mothers in the village will soon be ready. I plan to bring young women from London to it. Our Workers' Education Classes will open in the winter... And it's so nice to invite our friends here... Won't you stay to tea? Doctor Swope is coming, and Mary Elliston, from the New Society Group. And Mr Percy Blaker, from Free Thought Magazine. I'm sure you'll enjoy meeting them... Must you hurry away? I'm so sorry... What do you think of our workroom? It was horrible when we arrived here - a kind of chapel, rather dark and mysterious. It's so much lighter and brighter now."

"Yes," I remarked politely. "The whole house looks beautifully light and bright."

"Ah, you've noticed. It's a strangely happy place to live in. It's just right for us, of course. It's so easy to influence it, to change it to suit our way of life."

We said goodbye. We did not wish to meet Doctor Swope or Mary Elliston, or Mr Percy Blaker. When we reached the road we stopped and looked down again at the little house. The setting sun had turned the pale stone walls to gold. It looked very calm and peaceful. I thought about the goodhearted couple inside its walls, and suddenly they seemed unimportant. They just did not matter. The house was the important thing. It had a masterful look; it seemed timeless, ageless, confident in its beauty. "Mrs Giffen won't find it easy to influence this house," I said to myself. "It's much more likely to influence her!"

That night in the library of his house, Leithen talked about the seventeenth century. "The previous
century was full of darkness and mystery and fear. The people knew all about pain and death; they lived with pain and death every day, and they faced them bravely. They had their happy times, of course, but they had their dark, desperate ones too. Their lives were like our weather − storm and sun. After 1660 things were different, calmer, less troubled. Those people knew how to live. Look at Fullcircle. There are no dark corners there. The man who built it understood how to find calm, gentle enjoyment in life . . . The trouble was, he was afraid of death. So he joined the Catholic church, just to make sure . . .

Two years later I saw the Giffens again. It was almost the end of the fishing season. I had taken a day off from my work, and I was doing a little gentle fishing in a river near Leithen's house. Another man was fishing from the opposite bank. It was Giffen. I stood watching while he caught a large fish. Later I called to him, and we ate our sandwiches together. He had changed a lot. He had shaved off his beard, and his face looked less thin and less serious than before. He was sunburnt too, and looked more like a countryman than before. His clothes, too, were different. They were good, sensible, country clothes, and suited him well.

I didn't know you were a fisherman,' I said to him.

Oh, yes,' he said. 'I love it. This is only my second season of fishing and I'm learning all the time. I wish I'd started years ago. I never realized what good fun fishing was. Isn't this a beautiful place?'

I'm glad you enjoy fishing,' I said. 'It will help you to enjoy your weekends in the country.'

Oh, we don't go to London much these days,' he answered. 'We sold our London house a year ago. We never felt at home in London, somehow. We are both so happy here. It's nice to see things growing.'

I liked him. He was beginning to talk like a true countryman.

After a good day's fishing he persuaded me to spend the night at Fullcircle. 'You can catch the early train tomorrow morning,' he said. He drove me there in his little green car (What has happened to his bicycle? I wondered) along four miles of country road, with the birds singing in every tree.

Dinner was my first big surprise. It was simple, but perfectly cooked, with wonderful fresh vegetables. There was some excellent wine too. 'Strange,' I thought. 'I'm sure the Giffens are the authors of "Stay Sober, Stay Healthy".'

My second surprise was Mrs Giffen herself. Her clothes were pretty and sensible, and they suited her perfectly. But the real difference was in her face. I suddenly realized that she was a pretty woman. Her face seemed softer and rounder. She looked calm and happy, and pleased with her life.

I asked about her Home for Unmarried Mothers. She laughed cheerfully. 'I closed it after the first year. The mothers didn't feel comfortable with the people in the village. Londoners don't like the country − it's too quiet for them, I suppose. Julian and I have decided that our business is to look after our own people here in the country.'

Perhaps it was unkind of me, but I mentioned the Workers' Education Classes. Giffen looked a little ashamed. 'I stopped it because I didn't think it was doing any good. Why give people things that they don't need? Education is a wonderful thing. But education, like medicine, is only useful when a person needs it, and the people here don't need it. They can teach me so much about the important things in life − I don't have anything so important to teach them.'

Anyway, dear,' said his wife, 'you're so busy, with the house and the garden and the farm. It isn't a large place, but it takes up a lot of your time.'

I noticed a picture on the dining−room wall. It showed a middle−aged man in the clothes of the late seventeenth−century. He had a sensitive, intelligent face.

That's an interesting picture,' I said to Giffen.
That's Lord Carteron,' he said. 'He built this house. We've fallen in love with Fullcircle, you see. We wanted a picture of its builder. I found this one at a big sale in London, and I had to pay a lot of money for it. It's a nice picture to live with.'

He was right. It was a most pleasing picture. The face in the picture looked confident and sensible. It was a kind face, but it had a rather masterful look about it. 'A good friend,' I thought, 'and an amusing companion.'

Giffen saw me looking, and smiled. 'I like having him in the house,' he said.

We moved into the room beside the hall. Two years before, it had been the Giffens' workroom. Now, I saw with surprise, it was a kind of smoking-room. There were comfortable leather chairs and beautiful old wooden book-shelves. On the wall were pictures of people hunting and fishing. Above the fireplace was a stag's head.

'I shot him last year in Scotland,' said Giffen triumphantly. 'My first stag.'

That surprised me. So Julian Giffen enjoyed hunting as well as fishing. It was very unexpected.

On a little table were copies of The Field, Country Life and other magazines. Nothing educational at all. Giffen saw the surprise on my face.

'We get these magazines for our guests,' he said. ('And who are the guests? Not Doctor Swope and his companions, surely!' I said to myself with a secret smile.)

I have many faults; and one of them is looking at other people's books. I examined the books in the Giffens' bookshelves, and was pleasantly surprised. All my old favourites were there. There was nothing about 'The New Something', or 'Towards Something Else', or 'An Examination of Something Completely Different'.

As I sat in my comfortable chair I had a very strange feeling. It seemed to me that I was watching a play. The Giffens were the actors, and they were moving quite happily about the stage in obedience to some unseen stage-manager. Then, as I looked, the actors and the stage seemed to disappear. I was conscious of only one 'person'—the house itself. It sat there in its little valley, smiling at all our modern ideas. And all the time its spirit worked its gentle influence on those who loved it. The house was more than a building; it was an art, a way of life. Its spirit was older than Carteron, older than England. A long time ago, in ancient Greece and Rome, there were places like Fullcircle. But in those days they were called temples, and gods lived in them.

But Giffen was talking about his books. 'I've been relearning my Latin and Greek,' he said. 'I haven't looked at them since I left university. And there are so many good English books too, that I haven't read yet. I wish I had more time for reading; it means a lot to me.'

'There are so many lovely things to do here,' said his wife. 'The days are too short. It's lovely to be busy, doing things that I really enjoy.'

'All the same,' said Giffen, 'I wish I could do more reading. I never wanted to before.'

'But you come in tired from your shooting, and then you sleep until dinner,' said his wife lovingly.

They were happy people, and I like happiness. 'They know how to enjoy life,' I thought. Then I had a feeling of uneasiness. 'They have changed so quickly,' I thought. 'Too quickly. Something or someone has influenced them. They are nicer, pleasanter people now. But are they free? Are they doing what they want to do? Or are they just actors on a stage?'

As Mrs Giffen showed me up to my room, she smiled and said, 'Isn't it wonderful? We've found the perfect house for us. It's been so easy to change it to suit our way of life.'

I looked at her, and I wondered again who was doing the changing.

One November afternoon Leithen and I were coming home from a ride. We were cold and wet and
very tired.

'Let's look in at Fullcircle,' said Leithen. 'It isn't far, and the Giffens will give us tea. You'll find a few changes there.' 'What changes?' I asked.

'Wait and see,' said Leithen with a smile.

I wondered about these changes as we rode towards the house. Nothing bad, surely; the little house would never allow it.

The house was lovelier than ever. Outside it was a dark November day, but the house seemed full of sunshine. A bright fire burned in the fireplace. There was a smell of wood smoke and flowers, and the house felt as warm and as kind as summer.

We sat by the dining-room fire drinking our hot tea. I looked around for the changes that Leithen had mentioned. I did not find them in Giffen. He was exactly as I remembered him, that June night after our fishing. He looked like an intelligent, sensitive man, completely happy with his life. Was it my imagination, or did he look a little like the picture of Lord Carteron? I looked at him, and then at the picture. 'Yes,' I thought. 'There is something there.'

But his wife! Ah, the change was unmistakable. She was a little fatter, a little rounder. There were rings on her pretty hands. She talked more and laughed more often.

'We're going to give a dance at Christmas,' she said. 'Promise me you'll come. We must do something to make the country cheerful in wintertime.'

'To me,' I said, 'Fullcircle seems cheerful all through the year.

'How kind of you to say that!' she said. 'If you say nice things about our house, you're really saying them about us too. A house is just what its owners make of it.'

I was filling my pipe in the hall. I was just going to take it into the smoking-room when Giffen stopped me.

'We don't smoke there now,' he said. He opened the door and I looked in. The bookshelves had disappeared. It looked like a church. There was a little altar at one end of the room, and a big silver cross. A silver lamp burned on the altar.

Giffen shut the door quietly. 'Perhaps you didn't know. Some months ago my wife became a Catholic. So we made this room into a chapel again. It always was a chapel, of course, in the days of the Carterons and the Applebys.' 'And you?' I asked.

'I don't think much about these things. But I'll do the same soon. It will please Ursula if we pray together. And it can't harm anybody.'

Leithen and I stopped at the top of the hill and looked down again into the little green valley. Leithen laughed softly. 'That house!' he said. 'I'm going to read everything I can find about old Carteron. I'm sure he was an extraordinarily clever man. I'm sure his spirit is still alive down there. He's making other people do as he did. You can send away the chaplain, and turn the house upside-down. But Carteron will get what he wants in the end.'

The sun came out from behind a cloud, and shone on the stone walls of Fullcircle. It seemed to me that the house had a look of gentle triumph.
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